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Messages on Publication of First IPA Research Papers

- A Significant Signpost towards the Scientific Approach / Malcolm Bolton, Chairman
- A Giant Step towards Visualising the Invisible Subterranean / Akio Kitamura, Honorary President
- The Award Scheme Sowing the Seeds of Press-in Engineering / David White, Director

Proceedings of 2nd IPA International Workshop in New Orleans

- Review of the First IPA Research Papers of Press-in Engineering / Kozo Tagaya, Vice Chairman

Research Results of the 1st IPA Research Grant Award (9 Papers)

Award Winner: Prof. Adrian F. L. Hyde, University of Sheffield
Research Paper: A ROWE CELL VANE SHEAR APPARATUS TO DETERMINE RATE EFFECTS FOR FINE GRAINED SOILS
Authors: Nor Azizi YUSOFF, Charles HIRD, and Adrian HYDE
Award Winner: Prof. Osamu Kusakabe, Tokyo Institute of Technology
Research Paper: PRESS-IN BEHAVIOUR OF PIPE PILE WITH SELF-EXPANDING TIP IN A LAYERED GROUND
Authors: Lu YU, Kazumi IWANAGA, Sakae SEKI and Osamu KUSAKABE
Award Winner: Prof. Barry M. Lehane, University of Western Australia
Research Paper: CENTRIFUGE EXAMINATION OF PILE JETTING IN SAND
Authors: James A SCHNEIDER, Barry M LEHANE, and Christophe GAUDIN
Award Winner: Prof. Koichi Maekawa, The University of Tokyo
Research Paper: NONLINEAR SOIL-STRUCTURE INTERACTION WITH PRESS-IN PILES AND SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Authors: Taro UCHIMURA, Koichi MAEKAWA, Phouthaphone VORABOUTH, and Kohei NAGAI
Award Winner: Dr Andrew McNamara, Senior Lecturer, City University
Research Paper: REDUCING DRIVING FORCES FOR PRESSED IN PILES
Authors: Andrew M McNAMARA, and Rohit GORASIA
Award Winner: Prof. Kenichi Soga, University of Cambridge
Research Paper: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT COMPARING PRESS-IN AND CONVENTIONAL PILING METHODS
Authors: Kenichi SOGA, Chris CHAU, Duncan NICHOLSON and Toru INUI
Award Winner: Prof. A. F. van Tol, Delft University of Technology
Research Paper: NUMERICAL MODELING OF THE INSTALLATION OF PRESSED-IN PILES
Research Presentation at 2nd IPA International Workshop (2 Papers)

Alphabetical order of family name of principal authors

Research Paper: UTILIZATION OF PILE PENETRATION TEST DATA FOR GROUND INFORMATION
Authors: Yukihiro ISHIHARA, Nanase OGAWA, Yukinori HORIKAWA, Saburo KINOSHITA, Teruo NAGAYAMA, Akio KITAMURA, and Kozo TAGAYA

Research Paper: SOIL PLUG BEHAVIOR OF OPEN-ENDED TUBULAR PILE DURING PRESS-IN
(Non-reviewed Paper)
Authors: Nanase OGAWA, Yukihiro ISHIHARA, Toshitaka YOKOTOBI, Saburo KINOSHITA, Teruo NAGAYAMA, Akio KITAMURA, and Kozo TAGAYA
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